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“ ALL ASPECTS OF SIXTH FORM PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND WELL-BEING ARE
OUTSTANDING. SIXTH FORM STUDENTS PLAY A HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE LIFE
OF THE SCHOOL AND PROVIDE EXCELLENT ROLE MODELS FOR YOUNGER STUDENTS. ”
OFSTED 2011

“S
 t Anne’s is a good school that cares
for its students exceptionally well. The
school has an extremely positive ethos
that permeates all aspects of its work. ”
OFSTED 2011
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Welcome to St. Anne’s, where we offer your daughter something truly unique in our local area:
academic achievement combined with spiritual development. Our Catholic ethos pervades all
aspects of school life, making St. Anne’s a focused, caring and happy community in which girls
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can flourish.
Our dedicated team of staff and governors work hard to maintain the high expectations and
pastoral support that lead to the best possible standards. Committed to being an inclusive
school, we nurture an ethos in which every girl is motivated to strive for success, whatever her
level of ability.
Building on our Business and Enterprise specialism, we seek to raise aspirations, generate
opportunities and promote a ‘can do’ attitude. Students are encouraged to develop
independent learning skills that will benefit them when they progress to our thriving Sixth
Form and if they go on to University.
The cultural diversity of our students enriches the life of St. Anne’s, while our common faith
means that we enjoy a strong sense of community. Our girls are great ambassadors for the
school – demonstrating outstanding behaviour, enthusiasm for their learning and caring
attitudes to one another and the wider world. I warmly invite you to visit our school to be
inspired by them, meet with staff and discover for yourself what St. Anne’s has to offer.
Siobhan Gilling
Headteacher

“ ST ANNE’S IS AN OUTSTANDING
CATHOLIC SCHOOL. ”
DIOCESE OF WESTMINSTER 2012
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CHALLENGE AND ACHIEVEMENT
Girls at St. Anne’s benefit from our very broad

they develop the life skills to deal confidently with

curriculum, innovative teaching methods and

a variety of issues.

exciting Business and Enterprise specialism.

ICT is used as a tool for learning across the school

We are committed to offering the widest range

and has been central to the development of our

of opportunities, both within the classroom and

specialist status. We use our Business & Enterprise

beyond. Careful monitoring and evaluation ensure

specialism to instil transferable skills – such as

that we keep a strong focus on progress, allowing

innovation, collaboration and perseverance – that

us to provide additional challenges for gifted and

will benefit students when they enter higher

talented students and give extra learning support

education and the world of work. Through

to those who need it.

stimulating enterprise activities and visits from

In addition to academic subjects, all students
follow a course of personal, social, health and
economic (PSHE) education. By exploring topics

inspirational business people girls develop the
vision and self-discipline required to pursue
whatever goals they set themselves in life.

such as relationships, healthy lifestyles and careers,

“ The school has used its specialism
particularly well in developing
students’ skills in Information
and Communication Technology. ”
OFSTED 2011
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A SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
The culture of innovation and creativity fostered

Students are keen to participate in the running

by our specialism permeates throughout St. Anne’s.

and development of our school; they have the

Our broad enrichment programme provides
many opportunities for education outside the
classroom and the girls are always encouraged
to experience new activities. As well as providing

opportunity to represent their peers through the
elected school council, play a part in the staff
recruitment process and take on various student
leadership roles.

sporting, musical and dramatic pursuits, we

Many girls undertake community work in local

enhance learning through homework clubs,

primary schools or within our neighbourhood

revision classes and summer schools. Students

and all students are involved in fundraising

enjoy taking part in concerts and theatrical

for charitable causes, reflecting their faith and

performances, visiting places of interest and

developing empathy for those less fortunate.

making residential trips, including foreign
expeditions. With the digital age making the
world an increasingly interconnected place, we
focus on developing students’ global awareness.

“T
 HERE are A RANGE OF AFTER SCHOOL AND LUNCH
TIME CLUBS THAT ENCOURAGE SOCIAL SKILLS TO
FLOURISH, FOR EXAMPLE, HOMEWORK, MUSIC,
PE ACTIVITIES AND MANY MORE. ”
Year 9 student
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“S
 TUDENTS ARE PROVIDED WITH HIGH QUALITY
ADVICE AND GUIDANCE TO SUPPORT THEIR
PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT. ”
OFSTED 2011

CARING FOR ONE ANOTHER
Our ethos and the support we provide for our

Committed to providing a safe and orderly

students reflect the fact that Gospel values form the

environment that is conducive to learning,

foundation of everything we do at St. Anne’s.

we expect high standards of behaviour and
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Pastoral support is a key strength of our school and
underpins our academic success. Achievement
Leaders play a crucial role in the care of students
and their non-teaching status affords them more
time to focus on the individual needs within their
year group. Girls can also seek advice from our Lay
Chaplain and Form Tutors, or from fellow students
through our effective peer-mentoring programme.
Special care is given to our new Year 7s to help them

appearance. We foster a culture that inspires our
pupils to show tolerance, care and forgiveness
towards others. As a result, girls enjoy excellent
relationships with one another and with staff, leading
to a spirit of harmony and common purpose. With
our faith celebrated through morning prayers,
assemblies, retreats, Mass and special events, there
are also many opportunities for worship, intercession
and reflection to nurture girls’ spiritual growth.

settle in, a process helped by the fact that our split
site results in a comparatively small community in
the lower school.

“ THE SCHOOL PROVIDES OUTSTANDING CARE, GUIDANCE
& SUPPORT TO ENSURE THAT THE STUDENTS’ PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT & WELL BEING, BOTH IN THE MAIN SCHOOL
AND IN THE 6TH FORM, ARE OUTSTANDING. ”
OFSTED 2011
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A BRIGHT FUTURE
Our popular Sixth Form provides the opportunity for girls to extend their academic knowledge
and develop skills that will be invaluable at university and in the workplace.
Students are encouraged to join our flourishing Sixth Form, where they rise enthusiastically to
the challenge of being good role models for the rest of the school. Through a broad choice of
academic and vocational courses at AS/A2 and BTEC levels, we offer post-16 education that is
suited to a very wide range of abilities and aptitudes.
Sixth Formers enjoy many exciting, extra-curricular activities that develop their teamwork
skills and often establish lifelong friendships. Students continue to follow a course of religious
education and can take advantage of a range of opportunities for Christian fellowship.
Many students in Years 12 and 13 demonstrate their increasing maturity and compassion
through participation in Enfield’s Youth Action Volunteering Scheme, community work –
including tutoring senior citizens in ICT skills – and charity fundraising initiatives.
We ensure that girls continue to benefit from effective pastoral support and our Sixth Form staff
work hard to give them practical and personalised advice to help them shape their future.
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